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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.

READ THESE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
This presentation is meant for informational purposes only
and does not give rise to an attorney-client relationship
between the presenters and any of the attendees, listeners,
or subsequent readers of the presentation material.
This presentation is intended for general education and is not
intended to be legal or tax advice.
The concepts discussed herein should not be applied without
consulting a qualified professional for individual legal and/or
tax advice.
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Back to Basics: Why Is This Important?

•Important terms you should know:

•Distributable Net Income (DNI): Defined
by federal income tax law – IRC 643(a)
•Fiduciary Accounting Income (FAI):
Defined by state law – IRC 643(b)
• The terms FAI and Trust Accounting
Income (TAI) are interchangeable
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Back to Basics: Why Is This Important?
• “The amount of income of the estate or trust for the taxable
year determined under the terms of the governing instrument
and applicable local law.”
• Today’s presentation primarily focuses on the nuances of how FAI
works
• As of 2016, only GA, IL, LA, and RI have not adopted UPIA

• A simple trust makes mandatory the distribution of all FAI at
least annually
• A complex trust is any trust that is not a simple trust
• A single trust can be simple in one year but complex in another,
depending on the nature of the distributions during the year in
question
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Back to Basics: Why Is This Important?
• When the income and principal interests of a given trust vest in
different parties, it’s the trustee’s job to determine which items
fall into which bucket
• Quintessential example: Wife marries Second Husband, but
Child 1 and Child 2 are from the prior marriage. Wife’s Last Will
and Testament provides for a QTIP Trust administered by
Corporate Trustee. The income beneficiary is Second Husband,
but Child 1 and Child 2 are entitled to all principal to be
distributed at Corporate Trustee’s discretion.
• Second Husband and Children have diametrically opposed
interests – Trustee allocation decisions become especially
sensitive
• Query effect of Prudent Investor Rule and modern portfolio
theory emphasis on “total return” – typically results in more
income
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Back to Basics: Why Is This Important?
•So there are two big reasons why
principal/income allocations can
potentially play a crucial role in trust
administration:
• Non-Tax: In any trust where principal and income
beneficiaries are different, Trustee’s discretion will
determine how much falls into each bucket
• Tax: In a simple non-grantor trust, all FAI will be
distributed to the beneficiary, so allocation
determines which taxpayer pays the corresponding
income tax
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Back to Basics: Why Is This Important?
• Section 671 grantor trust status “trumps all aces,”
including Section 678 grantor trust status
• Any difference between FAI and DNI is so-called
“undistributed net income,” or UNI
• In a foreign trust, any UNI will be subject to the
throwback tax rules, which are complicated and
punitive – use DNI as income standard, not FAI!
• In a domestic trust, UNI taxed at trust/estate marginal
income tax rates
• In a complex non-grantor trust, allocation is entirely
discretionary, giving Trustee flexibility to engineer better
tax outcomes depending on trust terms
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Back to Basics: Why Is This Important?
• Tax provisions affected by FAI standards and
calculations

• IRC 642(b)(2): Personal exemptions
• IRC 643(a): Computation of DNI
• IRC 651: Distribution deduction for simple trusts
• IRC 652: Inclusion in gross income for beneficiaries of
simple trusts
• IRC 661: Distribution deduction for complex trusts
• IRC 662: Inclusion in gross income for beneficiaries of
complex trusts
• IRC 663(a)(3): Exclusion to deny double deduction
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UPIA Framework for Determining
Principal and Income in TAI
Calculations
SECTION ONE OF SIX
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UPIA Guidance for Fiduciaries

•UPIA 103: General Principles

•If the Will/Trust contradicts the UPIA,
the Will/Trust controls
•If the Will/Trust provides discretion to
the fiduciary, fiduciary discretion
controls
•If the Will/Trust is silent and fiduciary
has no discretion, UPIA controls
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UPIA Guidance for Fiduciaries
•Regs. 1.643(b)-1: If Will/Trust deviates too
far from local law, federal tax law will not
recognize the provisions

• Example: a trust provides interest is allocated
to principal, but state law holds that interest is
allocated to income. Terms of trust require all
income to be distributed to sole beneficiary at
least annually. Despite trust provisions, federal
tax law nevertheless allocates interest to
income.
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UPIA 102: Definitions
• Principal: Property held in trust for distribution to a
remainder beneficiary upon trust termination
• UPIA 404: Transfers into trust, money or property
received in sale/redemption/liquidation, retained
income are principal
• UPIA 407: Life insurance proceeds are principal
• UPIA 414, 415: Proceeds from options, assetbacked securities, and other derivatives generally
principal
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UPIA 102: Definitions
• Income: Money or property received as current
return from principal assets
• UPIA 401(b): Any money or property received from
an “entity” is generally income
• But see UPIA 401(c): Sales, redemptions, liquidations,
and non-cash receipts are also principal

• UPIA 401(c): Capital gain dividends from REITs and
RICs are principal and not income
• UPIA 401(d): “Partial liquidations” are income
• “Greater than 20% of gross assets” rule for partial
liquidations

• UPIA 405: Rent is income
• UPIA 406: Interest paid on debt is income
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UPIA 409: Deferred Compensation and
Annuities (Includes Retirement Accounts)
• Interests, Dividends, or P-I-L: Allocated to income
• All Other Payments:

• If payment required to be made during trust accounting
period: 90% Principal / 10% Income
• If no payment required to be made during trust accounting
period: 100% Principal
• “Required to be made:” Trustee exercises right of
withdrawal
• Exception: to the extent necessary to claim estate tax
marital deduction, Trustee can apply more of payment to
income

• Rev. Rul. 89-89: All of IRA income must be distributed annually to
spouse in order to qualify IRA for QTIP treatment
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UPIA 201: Disbursements
UPIA 102(8): “Net income” means total receipts allocated to
income during an accounting period, minus disbursements
made from income, plus or minus transfers allocable to or
from income during the accounting period
UPIA 201: Clarity about how to treat disbursements
• All property transferred to discharge liabilities is included in
net income
• Disbursements to settle an estate to wind up a terminating
trust interest are paid from principal, including:
• Debts, funeral expenses, disposition of remains, and death
taxes/penalties
• Specific bequests satisfied from income, and if income is
insufficient, then from principal
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Periodic Apportionment
UPIA 301(a), (b): Income interest begins on the date
specified in the trust; or, if no date is specified, when
an asset becomes “subject to trust,” which occurs
when:
• Date the asset is transferred to the trust (for inter
vivos trusts)
• Date of death (for testamentary trusts), even if
there is a period during which the estate must be
administered
• Date of death for any other asset transferred for
reason of the decedent’s death
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Periodic Apportionment
• UPIA 301(c): “Preceding” income interest ends
and “successive” income interest begins upon
latter vesting, even if there is a period during
which the preceding income interest must be
wound up.
• UPIA 301(d): Preceding income interest ends
upon beneficiary’s death or some other
terminating event, and if a successive income
interest exists, the successive income interest (if
any) begins on the day of the terminating event.
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Periodic Apportionment
•UPIA 302: If due date of a receipt or
disbursement (other than to a beneficiary) is:
• Before a decedent dies or before an income
interest begins, it is allocated to principal.
• On or after a decedent’s date of death or an
income interest begins, it is allocated to income.
• If there is no due date, the receipt or
disbursement must be treated as accruing from
day to day and divided accordingly.
• Due date is determined by date of obligation to
pay.
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Periodic Apportionment
• UPIA 303: When a mandatory income interest ends,
the Trustee must distribute to the beneficiary (or
her estate) the proportionate share of
“undistributed income” of the trust
• Does not include accrued or net income added or
required to be added to principal under the terms of the
trust
• “Undistributed income” must actually be received before
the termination of the mandatory income interest
• Annuity and unitrust interests prorated between income
and remainder, with distributions made accordingly
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Components of TAI
SECTION TWO OF SIX
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Components of TAI
•Entity: UPIA 401(a) defines “entity” as
• Corporation
• Partnership
• Limited Liability Company
• Regulated Investment Company
• Real Estate Investment Trust
• Common Trust Fund
• Other
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Components of TAI
• Receipts: UPIA 401(b) generalizes
• A trustee shall allocate to income money received from
any entity
• Key words:
• Shall
• Money

• Exceptions to follow
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Components of TAI
•Receipts: UPIA 401(c) defines 4 receipts
that are not income
• Property other than money
• Money in exchange for an interest in the entity
• Money receive in total or partial liquidation
• Money from a RIC or REIT distributed as capital
gains for federal income tax purposes
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Components of TAI
• Receipts:
• UPIA 401(d) describes partial liquidations
• 401(d)(1) – if the entity says it is a partial liquidation
• 401(d)(2) – if the distribution is greater than 20% of the entity’s
gross assets

• UPIA 401(e) – more on partial liquidations
• UPIA 401(f) – a trustee may rely upon a statement made
by an entity about the source or character of a distribution
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Components of TAI

•Receipts: UPIA 402

•Distributions of income from a trust
or estate shall be allocated to
income
•Distributions of principal from a
trust or estate shall be allocated to
principal
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Components of TAI

•Receipts: UPIA 403 – Business
operations

• Net income from the operations of a
business activity
• UPIA 405 specifically addresses rental
property
• Rental receipts are income
• Security deposits are principal
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Components of TAI
•Receipts: UPIA 404 – Principal Receipts

• Initial and subsequent contributions to a
trust
• Money or property received from the sale,
exchange, liquidation, or change in form of
a principal asset
• Other items
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Components of TAI

•UPIA 413 – Property not
Productive of Income

•Marital deduction trusts – spouse could
compel trustee to make property
productive
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Components of TAI
• UPIA 501 – Disbursements from Income

• ½ the regular compensation of the trustee and of any
person providing investment advisory or custodial
services to the trustee
• ½ of all expenses for accounting, judicial proceedings,
or other matters that involve both the income and
remainder interest
• All other ordinary expenses
• Recurring premiums on insurance covering the loss of a
principal asset or the loss of income
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Components of TAI
• UPIA 502 – Disbursements from Principal

• ½ the regular compensation of the trustee and of any
person providing investment advisory or custodial services
to the trustee
• ½ of all expenses for accounting, judicial proceedings, or
other matters that involve both the income and remainder
interest
And
• All trustee’s compensation calculated on principal
• Debt payments
• Expenses of a proceeding that concerns primarily principal
• Estate, inheritance, and other transfer taxes
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Components of TAI
• UPIA 505 – Income Taxes
• Tax on receipts allocated to income is paid from
income
• Tax on receipts allocated to principal is paid from
principal, even if the tax is called an income tax
• UPIA 505(c) and 505(d) – special rules on tax on passthrough entity
• UPIA 506 – a trustee may make adjustments between
principal and income because of taxes
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Components of TAI
•UPIA 503 – Depreciation

• 503(b) – A trustee may transfer to principal a
reasonable amount of the net cash receipts
from a principal asset that is subject to
depreciation
• Exceptions
• Personal use residence or tangible personal
property
• Not during administration of an estate
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Differences between TAI and
GAAP accounting
SECTION three OF SIX
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TAI vs. GAAP
•Equity vs. Principal

• Businesses have net equity account
• Corporations have retained earnings
• Partnerships have capital accounts

• Trusts track principal, which is paid out to the
trusts’ remaindermen
• Businesses keep one set of books, while trusts
keep two sets – one for income and one for
principal
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TAI vs. GAAP

•Depreciation
•Businesses record depreciation on
their books as an expense
• Adjust the book value of assets

•Trusts record depreciation as a reduction
of income AND an increase in principal
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TAI vs. GAAP

•Bond Premium or discounts

•Amortization of bond premiums or
discounts is not permitted
•Reclassification is not made between
interest income and the carrying value of
the bond on the balance sheet
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UPIA Provisions Governing
Trustee Power to Adjust
SECTION FOUR OF SIX
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Trustee Adjustment Powers Under UPIA
• UPIA 104(a): Three prerequisites for Trustee discretion
• Trustee invests and manages assets as a prudent investor –
implicates Uniform Prudent Investor Act
• Trust terms describe the amount that may/must be
distributed to a beneficiary by reference to income
• Trustee has applied UPIA 103(a) and has determined it
would be unable to comply with UPIA 103(b)
• Recall UPIA 103(a): Will/trust controls unless silent
• UPIA 103(b): Trustee must be impartial, fair, and reasonable
unless intent of grantor clearly states otherwise
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Trustee Adjustment Powers Under UPIA
• UPIA 104(b): Factors relevant to exercising discretion
• Nature, purpose, and expected duration of trust
• Settlor’s intent
• Identity and circumstances of beneficiaries
• Liquidity and income needs
• Preservation and appreciation of capital
• Nature, source, and marketability of assets
• Extent of trustee’s powers over income and principal
• Economic conditions
• Tax consequences of adjustments
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Trustee Adjustment Powers Under UPIA
• UPIA 104(c): Prohibited Adjustments
• Cannot reduce or change (1) spousal income interest in a
QTIP trust; (2) Crummey gifts; (3) fixed annuity or unitrust
interests; (4) any amount vested in favor of a charity
• Trustee that is also beneficiary cannot adjust
• Trustee cannot make adjustments for own benefit

• UPIA 104(d): Importance of independent Co-Trustee to
make some adjustments prohibited by interested CoTrustee
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Trustee Adjustment Powers Under UPIA
• UPIA 105: Judicial override of fiduciary discretion
only applies when the fiduciary has abused his/her
discretion
• Permitted remedies include ordering Trustee to
withhold future distributions and ordering Trustee
to pay an amount “from its own funds” to trust or
beneficiaries
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Trustee Adjustment Powers Under UPIA
• UPIA 505: Certain tax payments cannot be adjusted
between income and principal
• Taxes “based on receipts allocated to income” must be
paid from income; same applies to principal
• Taxes from entity payments split according to how
UPIA allocates the payments between income and
principal
• Any receipts allocated to either principal or income are
reduced by corresponding amount of each item
distributed to a beneficiary
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Trustee Adjustment Powers Under UPIA
• UPIA 506: Trustee allowed to make adjustments
between income and principal for tax purposes

• UPIA 506(b): If Executor or Trustee makes an IRC
642(g) election to deduct on Form 1041 instead of
Form 706, any beneficiary (including another estate or
trust) must proportionately reimburse Executor or
Trustee for corresponding increase in estate tax
• Provision exists to incentivize fiduciary to make decisions
for the “greater good” despite harm to fiduciary’s own
trust/estate
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UPIA provisions dealing with
specific assets and payment
streams
SECTION five OF SIX
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Specific Asset

•UPIA 201(1) – Specific Property
• Net income and net principal receipts received
from property specifically given to a
beneficiary – the fiduciary shall distribute the
net income and net principal receipts to the
beneficiary who is to receive the specific
property
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Specific Asset

•UPIA 407 – Insurance Policies
•Generally, insurance proceeds
should be allocated to principal
•Income allocations arise from
insurance for loss of income or
similar policies
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Specific Asset
•UPIA 410 – Liquidating Asset

• A liquidating asset is an asset whose value will diminish
or terminate
• Examples: Leasehold, Patent, Copyright, Royalty Right
• UPIA 410(b) – 10% of receipts allocated to income, 90%
to principal

• Similar rules under UPIA 411 for Minerals, Water
and other Natural Resources; and UPIA 412
Timber
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Specific Asset

•UPIA 414 – Derivatives and Options

•Receipts generally allocated to principal
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Where a Trust Instrument May
Deviate from UPIA
SECTION SIX OF SIX
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Drafting Strategies

Sample Template Provisions
• “I confer upon my Executor/Trustee the
power to allocate receipts and
disbursements to income or principal in such
a manner as my fiduciaries shall determine,
even though a particular allocation may be
inconsistent with otherwise applicable state
law.” – Meant to invoke UPIA 103(a)(1)
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Drafting Strategies
Sample Template Provisions
• “In determining what is income for the purpose of
distribution to the income beneficiary of any trust hereunder,
my Executor/Trustee shall not be limited to those classes of
receipts such as interest, dividends, royalties, and rent. My
Executor/Trustee shall make a determination in each year as
to what portion, if any, of stock dividends, capital gains, and
proceeds of sales of any asset of the trust shall be allocated
to income. While I would expect my Trustees to allocate the
proceeds of sales to principal, my Trustees may allocate part
or all of such proceeds to income if ordinary income is at a
low rate of return on principal or if my Trustees otherwise
deem such an allocation to be appropriate. Any such
allocation shall be in the sole discretion of my Trustees and
shall not establish any precedent for any future allocation.” –
Meant to preserve fairness between income and remainder
beneficiaries
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Drafting Strategies
Draft for the trust you want, not the one you have:
• Standard trust for HNW and UHNW couples in the current
planning environment should be a Clayton QTIP
• Two trusts: bypass trust and QTIP trust – optimal tax results and
asset protection
• In a blended family – ask client whether trust should primarily
benefit spouse or children – different clients will have different
preferences
• In a non-blended family – trust should be drafted with explicit
statement about testator’s intent to benefit spouse first
• UPIA 104(b) – Trustee adjusts income/principal according to
preference
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Drafting Strategies
Draft for the trust you want, not the one you
have:
• Regardless of specific techniques for HNW and UHNW
families, attorneys should consider drafting (and
Trustees should consider administering) for long-term
accumulation of principal outside any family
member’s taxable estate
• When bypass trust or dynasty trust is created and funded,
Trustee discretion can be drafted and exercised to minimize FAI
and distribute DNI to beneficiaries (if necessary or advisable
based on beneficiary needs and/or tax consequences), with
principal growing inside trust for future generations
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Drafting Strategies
Draft for the trust you want, not the one you have:
• Recall UPIA 104(c), (d): Interested beneficiary-trustee
cannot make adjustments for her own benefit; instead,
Independent Co-Trustee required

• Who will be the Independent Co-Trustee?
• Grantor-Appointed: Independent Co-Trustee set forth in trust
document
• Adverse party may still be prohibited from adjusting for her
own benefit under UPIA 104(c)(8) – would require yet another
Co-Trustee
• Accountants and trust companies are good candidates
• Beneficiary-Appointed: Beneficiary has the power to appoint
the Independent Co-Trustee – “hire and fire” powers give the
Co-Trustee incentive to tacitly do beneficiary’s bidding
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Drafting Strategies
Special Provisions for Retirement Accounts
• Rev. Rul. 2006-26, Situation 1: IRA filters into QTIP Trust
• Recall UPIA 409(d): requires Trustee to make additional allocation of
IRA distribution to income if 90%/10% rule not enough to make sure
all income from IRA distributions is required to be distributed to
beneficiary spouse
• IRS: relying on UPIA 409(d) is “ineffective” unless terms of trust state
otherwise – “impermissible savings clause” (citing Rev. Rul. 75-440)

• Two possible strategies
1. Allow spouse to withdraw all FAI on demand
2. Give Trustee complete discretion to adjust income/principal from
IRA distribution
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Drafting Strategies
QDOT Strategy (h/t Scott Bakal and Gina
Shkoukani of Neal Gerber & Eisenberg in
Chicago):

• Distribution of FAI from a QDOT is not subject to
estate tax, unlike distributions of principal
• Under some state laws, QDOTs can be converted to
other types of trusts to optimize tax results

• Example: a unitrust can maximize the amount of trust assets
treated as FAI upon distribution to the spouse

• Language in trust would state intent to benefit
surviving spouse over remaindermen and allocate as
much as possible to income
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Questions and Further Discussion
Matthew E. Rappaport, Esq., LL.M.
Vice Managing Partner ● Falcon Rappaport &
Berkman PLLC
mer@frblaw.com
Michael F. Rudegeair, CPA, CFP®
Senior Tax Manager ● Anchin Block & Anchin LLP
Michael.Rudegeair@anchin.com
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